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~--~--------------------....bus boys. The tranquil setting was
rarely marred by more than a
handful of diners. The classy but
unprofitable set up not only lost
money, but failed to cater to the
needs of the bulk of UNM's
population- students.
With the· student body's recent
explosive multiplication, the Desert
Room's former (and maybe future)
restaurant type service is hopelessly
out-dated.
Baum 's actions seem to express a
desire to cater to the University's
elite rather than the thousands of
relatively poor students forced into
You can't make a silk purse out of patronizing the Union because of the
a sow's ear, and you can't give lack of other relatively decent
prestige to a pigpen. In planning the eateries near campus.
menu service for the Union's Desert
Baum 's attempts to give
Room, Union Director Ron Baum's "atmosphere" to the Union's sterile
enthusiasm is matched only by his architecture and sloppy construction
naivete.
won't affect the actions or attitudes
A few years ago the Desert Room of the building's primary patrons.
had a "nice atmosphere" complete The bulk of money earned by Union
with menus, waitressps and attentive food sales comes from students.

editorial

Sow's Ear

To

Silk Purse?

Letters:
Fisher Dispute II
To the Editor:
Anyone who is at all familiar with
the history of Israel and the Middle
East will not be taken in by the
diatribe and lies contained in the
Kimbel Fisher letter. However, if
. such a person should want to discuss
these matters with Fisher he would
be unable to do so for Mr. Fisher is
not listed in the Student Directory,
is not listed in the Faculty Directory,
and is not listed in the City
Directory. I seriously doubt that
Kimbel Fisher exists.
J. R. Blum

Richard Tranor

For Tomorrow's Hoop Tilt

More Student Seats to be Avai/Oble in 'Pit'

The struggle for seats which accompanied last
weekend's two UNM basketball games, may be
somewhat calmer since the athletic department
has opened two sections of seats for student use
for this week's games.
Approximately 960 additional seats will be
available to students for this weekend's two
games, said John Dolzadelli, assistant athletic
director.
The increase in seating is a reaction to the
unexpected numbers of students who went to the
games last weekend, many who found only
standing room in the student section at the
Arenas.
Two newly elected ASUNM senators met with
Dolzadelli Monday in an effort to find a solution
to the student seating problem.
The senators, John Boudreaux and Jerry
Buckner, asked Dolzadelli to return the 1000

seats allegedly taken away from students at the
beginning of the season. Boudreaux said
Dolzadelli was very cooperative when he met with
them to discuss their demands. Boudreaux also
said that Dolzadelli had based his logic for the
reduction of seats upon the average of 2042
students attending the games last year.
Sections 18 and 22, on the west side of the
arena, were to be made available to students for
the games this weekend with the suggestion that
section 17 be made available if needed.
Dolzadelli said Tuesday, seats were figured on a
· hit and miss basis from student attendance figures
compiled last season. "We have to play it by ear,"
he said, "there is no way to tell how many
students will attend the games. If the team
continues to win, students will probably use all
the seats provided for them."
He said approximately 3000 seats were set

'Perhaps If We Widened The Wings, Lengthened The Tail, Shortened The Nose .. :
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Good Day
To the Editor:
Tuesday was a special day for me.
I met two people. They came and
stood before a class which until then
had been noted mostly for being too
large in size and the amount of bull
it could produce. They talked about
a jail, something they knew a great
deal about. Wally was thrown into
jail in 1942 for refusing to comply
with the draft, and his wife Anita
went to jail in the same year. In
1947 they were in jail for sitting in
on a restaurant on route 40, which
became the scene of the freedom
rides. In 1948 they ceased paying
federal withholding taxes. And so
on, in and out of jail, working in
CORE and in nonviolence, they tried
to live their lives as human beings,
and that was what they were really
jailed for.
In jail they hit upon a policy of
non-cooperation, which meant no
eating, no working, no finger prints,
no signing papers. Wally was once
force fe4J. for 87 days. Anita went to
jail the ·last time in her bathrobe
because she refused to get dressed.
As she said, "I've never gone to jail,
I've been taken forcibly."
For them non-cooperation was the
only way they found to express their
belief that no one has the right to
cage another human being. As Wally
put it, "I could never understand
how a man could feel that it was his
right, even his duty, to throw
another man into a cage. And every
time I go to jail, I understand it less
and less."
Then the questions came, the
pointed questions of UNM's
self-appointed radicals, trying to tell
these people they were either
outmoded or wrong in their tactics.
It was as if their beauty was
enhanced by these questions. They
answered them not just with words,
but with the tone of their voices,
with their eyes, with their gestures.
We questioned with our minds, and
they answered with the conviction of
30 years of living and struggle.
For me it was a learning
experience of the first order. It is
easy here in 1970 to forget what
resisting the draft meant back during
that just war, to forget what not
paying taxes meant when Joe
McCarthy was at his height. It took
guts, and so with each pointed
question of my classmates, and with
each answer, I felt how far we had to
go to catch up with Wally and Anita.

Although some consider them
unruly, ill-mannered and poorly
attired, students collectively dish out
plenty of money to eat the Union's
mediocre food. Not many people are
extremely fond of the Union but one
of its few redeeming attributes is the
cafeteria's ability to seat and serve
food to masses of people.
Unless one spends mu~h of. his
time hustling pool downstairs or
playing bridge in the Sub-machine
Room, one is usually just interested
in eating, not absorbing the Union's
matchless atmosphere.
The most the Union food service
can do is feed edible chow to people.
Anything less is gross neglect of the
duties delegated to the head of the
operation. If nothing else the Desert
Room project shows Baum's
inability to see where his own bread
is buttered, and it's not on a china
plate in the "nice atmosphere" of
thP Desert Room.
Barb Morgan
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UNM Faculty Eliminates Titles
For ROTC Program Instructors

'Tis the Season
By CLARK JERMAIN
Recently, a frightening exception
to the standards of free-enterprise
throughout the world came to my
attention, an exception which, if as
serious as it appears, threatens to
topple the ideals of freedom on an
international scale.
The situation I speak of is the
seeming conspiracy against the world
kumquat industry, which has stifled
the sale of kumquats to an
unreasonable degree. I will present
the evidence, leaving judgment and
(hopefully) action to the reader.
First, when was the last time you
considered a kumquat? When was
the last time you considered eating
one? They are, after all, a perfectly
good citrus fruit, with plenty of
vitamin C.
The question raised is: Why have
so few people ever seriously
~onsidered eating kumquats? There
are very few possible answers.
One answer might be that
production of kumquats is so limited
that very few reach the retail market.
I submit that if this is true, it is
likely that this condition has been
brought about as a result of the
conspiracy.
Some groups of individuals,
perhaps a great industrial concern,
perhaps the governments of the
world, has plotted to either end the
r,.rrowing of kumquats, or has so
effectively hampered sale of the
produce to make production
impractical.
If the conspirators, who
apparently rival citrus fruit industry
of the world, did indeed end the
usefulness of the kumquat industry
by barring it from the retail market,
think of the vast effort involved.
They would have had to ·resort to
extensive Mafia-type terror tactics

'

aside for student use but the number will have
increased to about 4000 with the addition of the
two new sections of seats.
"Some seats," said Dolzadelli, "are always held
back until just before game time, usually until
7: 30." He noted that some seats were sold that
should not have been. "they sold more tickets
than they should have Thursday, about 300 in
one section," he said.
The new seating arrangement would be utilized
up through the Lobo Invitational Tournament to
the NMSU Aggie's contest.
"An additional 500 seats will be given to
students after the new year," said Dolzadelli. The
increase in student seating is expected to relieve
some of the congestion to come with the
tradiilional conference games, which have in .the
past generated large turnouts of students and
people of the Albuquerque area when the Lobos
are winning.

If Tlze
Shoe Fits
preventing advertising, shipment and
sale.
I submit that they were much
more clever than that. I submit that
they have effectively spread the
rumor that kumquats don't taste as
good as other fruits, that they taste
bitter.
The simple fact is, how do we
k!low that kumquats are really
bitter? There are considerably more
of us who have not tasted kumquats
than there are who have. Is it not
possible that the organizers of the
conspiracy have threatened or bribed
individuals to tell us that kumquats
are bitter?
It is indeed possible that others
recognized the presence of this
incredible .repression before me , but
were. qmckly silenced by the
consprrators.
Think how clever it was of the
conspirators to instill the idea that
k~mquats are bitter. They have
tncked people into thinking that
kumqlfats are not worth eating, that
there IS no reason to sell very many,

wh~n actually we have no way of
tellmg whether they are bitter or
not, unless we try them for
ourselves. It is even possible that
kumquats possess miracle properties
properties the repressors ar~
hoarding for themselves. How do we
know that kumquats don't give
health, long life or cure cancer
unless we investigate?
'
The whole idea that kumquats are
really not good to eat accomplishes all
the ~o?spirators could hope for, with
a mimmum of effort. With this idea
instilled in the general population,
demand for the product would
natur~Ily dr~p. to almost nothing,
effect-IVely Wipmg out the industry.
Certainly the problem is apparent
by now. Kumquats do not reach the
retail market, and there is no sound
explanation for why they don't.
We can only speculate on who
actually masterminds the repression,
~r why. The answer might be as
simple as greedy rival fruit industries
eliminating competition, or it might
be much more involved.
One thing is certain: We must
determine why kumquats are not
eaten universally. We must discover
how deeply rooted the conspiracy
really is. If we allow the kumquat
repression to continue without
investigation, we are leaving the
world open to unbounded criminal
tactics. Kumquats are only a start.
Where will the movement lead, if left
unchecked? Orangps next?
Friends, we must find out for
our~wlves why kumquats ar<1 so
ard<>ntly discriminated against. We
can ~Jllly guess how long the
conspiracy has existed but we must
~nd i_ts continued existence
Imt;l~dtately. We must act now,
reahztng that ours is a crusade for
Democracy and free enterprise.

Last night dormitory residents
decorated this Christmas tree in
La Posada dining hall. The tall
pine adds a holiday air to the
Commons facility. Only 16
shopping days left until Christmas
eve.

Two Students Arrested;
Heisler Drops Complaint
Two students were arrested by campus police after they
escaped custody on the night of Dec. 7 as a result of a fight
at Johnson Gym in which a student alleged he had been
assaulted.
David Heisler, who filed assault and battery charges against
George Casaus and Ramon Chavez, withdrew the complaint
after Casaus and Chavez were arraigned in magistrate court.
"At 7:20 p.m. on Dec. 7 we received an anonymous call
about a fight at Johnson Gym and two officers were
dispatched," stated Jack Cairns, director of campus security.
"The complainant, David Heisler, alleged he was assaulted
by two men, George Casaus and Ramon Chavez," Cairns said.
All three are students. "Heisler also alleged he was assaulted
with a deadly weapon, a knife, so the arresting officer
arrested the two under the charge assault with a deadly
weapon."
After Cassaus and Chavez were handcuffed, they both
escaped custody. "Two more officers were called in at this
point," Cairns explained. One eyewitness at the Mall asserted
a warning shot was fired over the man's head and the
policeman was quoted as saying, "Stop or I'll shoot you in
the back." Cairns said there are conflicting reports as to the
direction the shot was fired- into the ground~or into the air.
Ronald Gould, the officer who fired the shot, was unavailable
for comment.
"One of them was arrested at the Fine Arts Building near
the reservoir and the other was arrested between Coronado
and Alvarado," Cairns stated.
After Casaus and Chavez were apprehended and arrested,
Heisler filed a complaint charging them with assault and
battery. "This charge is a misdemeanor but the original arrest
charge, assault with a deadly weapon, is a felony," said
Cairns.
The morning of Dec. 8, Casaus and Chavez were arraigned
in Magistrate Court on Heisler's complaint, and the case was
sent to the District Attorney's office for review.
Cairns added, "around noon Heisler withdrew the
complaint. I don't know why. But there were other people
involved in the fight but so far there have been no charges
filed."
Wednesday1 December 9, 1970

The UNM facu1ty, meetinK.,Tuesday with
about 60 members in attendance, voted to
eliminate academic titles for ROTC
instructors and added the commanders of
Air Force and Naval ROTC to the general
and the voting faculty.
The changes, which required amendments
to the faculty constitution, were one of four
recommendations made by the faculty last
March. Under the change, ROTC instructors
would hold academic titles only if granted
by regular units of the University but would
retain all faculty privileges. The existing
contracts with the Air Force and Navy
specify the title of professor for ROTC staff.
The other three recommendations were
that ROTC courses given academic credit
should be taught by civilian instructors
holding academic appointments in another
University unit, that a student disenrolled
for any reason from the ROTC program
should not be penalized by induction and
that the Defense Department should
reimburse the University for the full cost of
the ROTC programs.
The faculty had also directed the
administration to report this fall on progress
toward implementation of its
recommendations. The report was made by
Academic Vice President Chester
Travelstead, who emphasized wording in the
report that, "The speed with which we can
move toward these recommendations
depends on renegotiating contracts with the
Federal government." It called the
recommendations "goals toward which to
move."
He said the University would notify the
two services that it wishes to renegotiate the
contracts to reflect these recommendations.
The contracts have no expiration date but
can be terminated by either party with a
year's notice.
The report said "Principles of Naval
Organizations and Management," one of six
Naval Science courses offered for credit, is
now being taught by Howard Finston,
business professor. Col. Alfred Norton,
AFROTC commander, named courses in
other departments as possible replacements
for the two Aerospace credit comses, but
the report said an evaluation of course
substitution in AFROTC programs at
Stanford, Michigan, Rutgers, Cornell, Union
College, Wisconsin and Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute would affect the
decision on substitution here.
The Defense Department is completing a
study on reimbursement for ROTC
programs, but authority to do so would have

to be obtained from Congress. The proposal
not to induct ROTC students for
disenrollment would formalize the existing
practice of waiting until a student who
breaks his contract graduates or leaves
school to induct him. The services have also
agreed to grant a hearing to the student
being considered for induction at which a
university official would observe or consult
in the case.
The services are authorized by law to
induct in enlisted status a ROTC student
who breaks his contract. The report said
induction "should not be construed as
punishment for dropping out of the
program, but rather as a requirement that
service be given for value received," because
of the financial aid given ROTC students. In
practice, the Navy does not induct students
who drop out in the first two years, and the
AFROTC program at UNM is upper division
only.
The annual reports of the Scholarship
Committee and Athletic Council were
presented
The reports showed a total of $201,945 in
academic scholarships last year from UNM
and state funds, and $346,534 in athletic
grants- in· aid. However, adding priw•te
scholarships administered by UNM to those
in the report brings the academic total to
$800,000, said Charles Sheehan, director of
financial aids. Graduate fellowships were not
included in the report.

Senate Preview
Senate tonight is planning to start
impeachment proceedings against Fred Will,
coordin.ator of National Student
Association, because he is allegedly not
fulfilling his duties as coordinator.
In other business Senate will consider a
bill to establish a Senate newsletter. The bill
proposes that a newsletter be published after
each Senate meeting. The newsletter would
include action taken on measures brought
before Senate and the vote of each senator.
Senate will also consider nine persons for
appointments to student and studentfaculty committees. The students were
approved by Presidential Appointments
Committee yesterday, and must go before
Senate for concurrence.
A measure to establish a constitutional
revision committee is expected to be
introduced tonight· by Sen. Pam Powell.
Revision of the ASUNM Constitution was
called for by ASUNM Vice President Frank
Linn in a speech before Senate last week.

.
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VISTA to Unionize, Unhappy With

By STEVE COHN
by the steel workers union. The
College Press Service
NVA
also has presently received Administration's policies.
WASHINGTON (CPS)- For
Reaction
over 1700 union authorizations
some time VISTA volunteers which, being mo~e than 30
Donald Rumsfeld the present
around the country have been percent of the 4200 volunteers, head of OE() was invited to
dissatisfied with the Nixon ennbles them to cnll for a union appt'ar but declined. Thus far his
administration's poverty program, election in the near future.
office has refused to officially
or lack of one. Based on their
recognize
and work with the
Alliance was established
experience in the field, lastThe
Alliance.
Instead,
admitting a
July at a Washington meeting
characterized by the frequent attended by approximately 400 possible ''lack of communicaabsence of the Office of volunteers bearing proxies from tions" in VISTA' Rumsfeld has
Economic Opportunity (OEO) another BOO VISTAs. The group announced the establishment of a
support when organizing efforts was addressed by, among others, National Advisory Council of
challenge local power structures
VISTAs. The alliance termed the
they claim that the needs of th~
effort an attempt to co-opt the
poor are being sacrificed to
volunteers and to create a
political expediency,
company union, They noted that
In response, the volunteers have
the group would hnve only
formed the National VISTA
advisory powers and would in fact
Alliance (NVA), and are seeking
be appointed by the regionnl staff
to unionize in order to give the
and not elected by the volunteers.
org·linization more clout when
Philosophically the announced
dealing with OEO. Their efforts
shift in VISTA activity from
received a significant boo~t when
community organizing to social
the American Federation of State, Sargent Shriver, a former head of service work drew the greatest
Country, and municipal OEO; George Wiley, Executive attack from the Alliance
Employees committed themselves Director of the National Welfare members. To them, VISTA
to aid the Alliance and promised Rights Organization; Rep. Allard represented a rejection of the
financial assistance in the area of Lowenstein, D-N.Y.; and Leon traditional welfare approach to
$10,000 for the next 12 months, Panetta, the civil rights lawyer poverty and an alternative chance
Union Authorization
who resigned from the Justice to help the poor organize
$2500 has already been given Department in protest of the themselves to escape the catatonic
role of state -penitent.
Firings
What has happened, they feel
is that their limited success ha~
produced a backlash among many
local power brokers to which the
for
administration gleefully or
regretfully has succumbed.
SEMESTER ll, 1970-71

Nixon~s Program

Supporting their claim of n
sell-out they cite numerous
examples, such as the termination
of 55 volunteers in Alaska
allegedly because they helped
organize support for Indian and
Eskimo land claims. They cite the
termination of two volunteers,
assigned to the Colorado Migrant
Council, for helping to dl'ive
workers to and from the picket
lines during the lettuce strike.
They cite the experience of
Washington County Virginia
Volunteers who were terminated
for whnt they believe were their
organizing discussions with tenant
farmers.
Unintentionally, past
statements of VISTA's recently
departed acting director, Robert
Lane, lend support to the
volunteers nssertions. According
to his "new directions" remarks
the percentage of volunteers in_
community organizing will be
reduced to five percent, with
official discouragement given to
confrontation tactics. A catalytic

UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM

' A list of the courses, with descriptions, is now available in a
brochure. Ask for the brochure at the Honors Center, SW comer
of Zimmerman Library, or write to director, Undegraduate Seminar Program, University of New Mexico, for a copy. The brochure
also gives instructions regarding registration for these courses,
Some characteristic titles: "Naming the Whirlwind: the Renewal
of God-Language/' "The Evolution of Rock Music," "The Quest
for Identity," "Drugs and Drug Education/' "Urban Air Quality,"
"Recurring Themes in the Black Liberation Struggle." There are
twenty courses altogether.
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OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices I 5¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University
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Introducing the·
fastest ladiestshaver
in the whole
wide world.
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Wednesday, Dec. 9
Alpha Kappa Psi; Union, room 253;
11 a.m.
Canterbury Chapel; Union. Theater·
11 a.m.
'
?SA education administration;
Unton, room 230; 12 noon.
Delta Sigma Pi pledge.•: Union, room
231-A; 6:30P.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union, room 230; 7
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FUN

role involving such activities as
rent strikes, economic boycotts
and peaceful demonstrations,
would apparently be considered
outside the new VISTA's
assignment. Lane commented,
"We hope, predict (sic), and are
striving for a new type of
volunteer... " Perhaps to this end
General Electric, a recent target of
the student left with its image of
war contractor and attempted
strike breaker, has been awarded
the $1,200,000 contract to recruit
future VISTA's.
Community Participation
The NVA argues that
recruitment and training should
lmiJEI!l!lllll:lllnJJ!l!ii/IT!IITIIT!illffil!fi!IT/rtl!lllf.I/UllillillliiTI:IIIili:IUTII!iii!Uilffil:J
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lamer than WJ!h (.xny olher ladres
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be hnndled more directly by the
communities involved. The
concern for community
participation and self-determination was incorporated into
the Alliance's own structUl'e
which seeks to have a mnjority of
its steering committee composed
of volunteers who originally were
recruited from poor communities.
Pm-ticularly resented by most
volunteers is OEO' s indifferent
attitude toward the jailing of
black volunteer Frank Stewart. At
the time of the Alliance's
inception, Stewart had been held
for five months in solitary
confinement in -lieu of $100,000
bail on the seemingly
trumped-upcharge of conspiracy
to murder the mayor of Baton
Rouge.
Stewart
Stewart's arrest was felt by the
local VISTA's to be a clumsy
attempt at political intimidation.
Stewart, an ex-Peace Corps
volunteer, in generally
acknowledged to be a soft spoken
and non-violent individual. The
only apparent evidence against
Stewart is the testimony of a
police informer of highly dubious
character,
·
Conversations with Stewart
make it almost insultingly
apparent that the so-called plot to
assassinate the Mayor was the
informer's •entrapment creation.
Stewart recalls that on the
occasion he met the informer, he
was repeatedly confronted, a now
known concealed tape recorder
running all the while, with the
strange question of who it was he
wanted to shoot. The weapon the
state claims was to be used in the
assassination was admitted to have
been bought by the informer.
Only after the Alliance had
focused attention on the case did
OEO in Washington lend any
assistance. In fact, previously,
legal counsel had gone as far as to
suggest Stewart be terminated,
since while in jail he could no
longer be doing his VISTA work.
Presently the volunteer is free on
his own recognizance.
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?NM Mountaineering Club met>ting;
Unwn, room 250-D; 7:30p.m.
Alpba Phi Omega pledges; Union,
room 231-C; 7:30p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi; Union room
250 .. B; 8 p.m.
'
Wom('fi's liberation• Union, room

231 D-1'~~ 8

p.m.

'

Thursday, Dec, 10
UNM Kappa Chapter of Dames·
6000 Northland N.E.; 7 p.m.
'
Baha'i Student Association Union
room 250~C; 8 P~m.
,
'
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and tl comes in a shiny black
case. And that makes 1! the
fastest. preltlect lad~es' shaver
in the whole wide world.
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Arabs Sponsor Dinner
To Help War Wounded
The Organization of Arab
Students will hold a fund raising
dinner to help those wounded in
the Jordnnian Civil War. Food
served · at the dinner will be
prepared by the members of the
Arab student community, The
dinner will be Saturday, Dec. 12
at 7 p.m. in the Newman Center.
Suheil Ka1·e, President of the
organization said, "We hope to
have between 150 and 200 people.
at the dinner. The money will be
sent to Jordan through the
national Organization of Arab
Students and will be used
primarily in hospitals."
A short lecture will be given
after dinner by Robert Vogol of
the American Friends Service
Committee. Vogel has spent the
last two years studying the Middle
East situation, spending time in
both the Arab countries and
Israel.
Kare said that tickets for the
dinner will be on sale at the Pan
American Lodge, 817 Central NE,
at Stereo-Sonic Equipment, 5003
Menaul Blvd. NE, and at the
Newman Center the night of the
dinner.

$2.50 doz

Carnation Corsages

$1.25

Daisies

$ .99 2 doz
$7.50 doz

Roses

PomPoms

$2.50 bunch

Special Considerations for

=-=--

Student Center Plans W or!kshop

A workshop in making outdoor
equipment such as sleeping bags
and packs, weekly movement
films and a comprehensive list of
inexpensive eating places in
Albuquerque m·e three of the
diverse projects coordinated by
the Middle Earth Room.
Located in the main floor of
the Union behind the student ·
lounge, the two-month old Middle
Earth Room serves as an
information nnd communications
center for university students.
Initiated in October, the Middle
Earth Room was conceived of as a
student run information center
Middle Earth, open from 8:30
a.m.-10 p.m. is the "home" for a
large amount of information
material including Whole Earth
catalogues and ecology literature,
birth control information,
religion, draft resistance, women's
liberation, underground, gay and
------
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of the vegetables that
may be served include: okra
)r"f7'"/
which is cooked with tomatoes,
C{ ~ 1 vI
radishes, lemons, and crushed
I) A
wheat, and a dish called hommos
(..1
1..11 V\
which uses garbanzo beans,
c
sesame seeds, parsley, lemon,
A mtf'tC.Q."
vinegar, olive oil and garlic.
~·n
·
'I..
Two sweet dishes which Ka1·e •
be~
described are baklavah, a pnper
thin flour pastry filled with nuts
and covered with syrup or honey,
and zalabieh, small balls of flour
).
dough fried and then boiled in
'::l>
fi
r.:'

0 'f'e
J

mass media liternture.
happenings around the state. The
Weekly movement films ranging information is usunlly obtained
from the draft to the Yippie film from people who bring the
of Chicago are shown free all day information nnd post it on one of
on Mondays at the Middle Earth the many information boards in
Room.
the room.
Projects and services that are
"We want to stimulate interest
planned include a workshop in in communications" says
January on equipment · making Hickman. "Any information,
co -sponsored by the UNM publications, literature and
Mountaineering Club. It is project ideas are wanted."
planned to construct foam
Hickman said the room also
sleeping bags, foam vests, packs needs donated magazine
and frames and other outdoor subscriptions or people to bring in
equipment.
their periodicals after they have
The Middle Earth Room used them. Funds are also needed
currently has several walls devoted for a teletype machine and for
to events on campus and on city, starting alternative media
social, cultural and educational publications.
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You'll never taste
a colder beer.
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Christmas Eve
Candle lighting
/E, S
I 0 Y L
n C.
~onn,
Jcr~oy
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Ev'-' candlelight obsl'rvan<'e has
bepn announcPd by Candlelight
People national lwadquartcrs in
Durham, N.H., home of the
Uniwrsity of New II:unpshin•.
The purpos<> or llw obsl'l'v:mce
is to have AmPrieans join
togl'till'r, out of doors, at 9 p.m.
on Christmas Eve, Lo light a
candle for unity.
'l'h<~ idl•a of the national
candl!'light observance came as an
outgrowth of a New York-based
ecology group known as the
Candlelight People. It's founder is
f o !ltsinger Tom Flandt'l·s, who
says the whole idea of Lhe
observance is to "bring people
together."
"'l'he idea of the candlelight,"
said Flanders, "is to call attention
to the fact that Americans are
being subjected to too many
devisive m<>ans. We need to pull
together for the good of our
country, for the good of
humanity. We realize that we
must care for one another, before
we will be able to care for
nature," Flanders said.
I?landers and his committee see
the candlelight observance as a
continuing project and art•
coordinating over 3000 colleges
and universities and 1000 high
schools as a means to "bring
. "
people back to get h er agam.

New Tape Deck
Mini 8 $69.95
Speakers, installation, and
five tapes of your choice
$75.00
Regularly $129.95

Carnations
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Christmas Special

The new lady Noreko '7

The food will be served buffet
style. Kare added that he couldn't
say e~actly what would be on the
menu, since individuals were
preparing the dishes, but he
described some typical Arab
dishes which he said could
probably be expected.
One dish he described was
stuffed grape leaves, The broad
leaves are boiled then wrapped
around a mixture of rice, ground
lamb or beef, and spices. They are
then covered with tomato sauce
or olive oil and cooked in the
oven.
Kibbeh is a dish using crushed
wheat. The wheat is soaked in
water for four or five hours. A
layer of it is placed in the bottom
of the pan. Meat is put on top of
it and is covered with the
remainder of the wheat. The
whole mixture is then cooked in

Middle Earth Room Serves Many Needs

435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

P. Biltlon:,;no &
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Newark, Now
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NEW LOCATmOM.
in the Student Union Basement
adiacent to the Book Store

Thursday, December 10th

FREE ECOLOGY PIN
To The First 500 visitors
Display the green flag of ecology as a symbol of
your commitment and as a pledge to act.

Hoffmantown Shopping Center
296·0311

Complete recording, repair and installation facilities. Thousands of tapes
to choose from. Listen before you buy !
BonkAmericard/Master Charge

College Organizations
3322 Central SE

PH. 265-8431
Page 2

AMERICAN BANK DF COMMERCE

FLOWERS
FOR YOU
•
NEW MEXICO LOno

Third and Central NW

Wednesday, December 9, 1970
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Albuquerque sunport

I

The University of New Mexico

I

Free Parf<ing

I

Bank by Mail

Page 3

Set Midnight Deadline

RR
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Workers Threaten Walkout

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
Nixon administration said
Tuesday it would consider using
troops to run railroads if a rail
union carries out its threat to
strike coast- to· coast- no
matter what Congress or the
courts say - at 12:01 a.m.
Thursday.
Transportation Secretary John
A. Volpe, asking Congress to
approve a 45-day strike delay, said
his department "would give
consideration to the utilization of
troops," but the administration
would try to avoid nationalization
of the railroads.
Volpe read a statement to
repprters after the president of
one of four unions involved said
that neither Congress nor the
courts would prevent a walkout.
"We are not prepared to forego
our basic right to strike," said
President C. L. Denis of the

Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline Clerks. " .. , the law says
we can strike at 12:01 a.m.
Thursday, Dec, 10. We intend to
do that."
Denis accused President Nixon
of "pulling the rug out" from
under labor negotiators by asking
Congress to impose a 45-day
strike postponement. He said
Nixon's request was a signal to
management that there was no
urgent need to reach a contract
settlement before the strike
deadline.
The rail unions have promised
to move vital materials in case of a
strike, but Volpe said a
nationwide rail shutdown would
cause a critical situation because
no other transportation system
could carry all the goods now
moved via rail.
Meanwhile, the• U.S. Postal
Service said it will embargo all

TOO COLD, CAR
WON'T START?

long distance mail except first
class and air mail in the event of a
nationwide rail strike.
But with only one-quarter of
this year's expected Christmas
mail already delivered, every
effort will be made to deliver as
much of the remainder as
possible, the Service said.
Regional directors were advised
by postal headquarters that an
embargo will immediately be
placed on all second, third and
fourth •class mail destined for
distances of more than 300 miles
if a strike occurs.
Second class mail consists
mainly of· newspapers and
magazines; third class is general
advertising; and fourth class,
mainly parcel post.
First class and air mail,
including air parcel post, will
continue to be accepted in a strike
without restriction as to distance
or alteration of the size and
weight restrictions that normally
apply.
"SAM" military mail- parcels
not over five pounds going to an
APO or FPO address- will not be
affected.

TOO COLD, DON,T
WANT TOO WALK?

A complete lir1e
of leather items
from

ZA~ZA

RIDE THE BUSI

Gumbo
An outlet for

New Mexico artists
and craftsmen.

Albuquerque Transit

1820 Centred SE 242-5533

Introducing the most absorbent
-tampon ever put in an applicator.
'
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Opponents of the superliner that would carry more than 300
passengers at speeds almost three times that of sound claim it would
ruin the environment with its jet exhaust and sonic boom,
Shortly after the vote, the transportation department sent selected
members of Congress a long-awaited "environmental impact statement"
on the SST. It acknowledged the big jet poses noise, health weather
and other environmental questions but said the answers ca~ best be
determined only by going ahead with construction of two prototype
models.

Has a Better Idea!
DETROIT--The United Auto Workers' Ford Council overwhelmingly

recomrnen~ed Tuesday that. its members accept a tentative new
contract With Ford Motor Co. The company immediately announced
another price increase on its 1971 models.
~c.ceptance o~ ~he . contract, which will cost Ford at least an
addit!onal $1.2 billion m wages over three years, is regarded as a virtual
certamty. If the 166,00.0 UAW mem~er~ at F~rd's U.S. plants accept
th~
this pact,
year. that would avmd a second crippling stnke in the auto industry
. Im~cdiately aft~r the 200-member council, with only three
d1ssentmg votes, decided to recommend acceptance of the contract the
company announced it was hiking prices on its 1971 models by ano'ther
0.4 percent, or an average of .'il15.
The increase was the second since the original Hl71 prices were
announced Sept. 16, and it brings the average price of the 1971 modc>ls
to $18?, or 5.6 per~ent, above the price of comparable 1970 models.
Ford said the new pr!ces, effective Dec. 14, will not apply to vehicles its
dealers already have m stock or on order.
A majority of ~ot.h production and skilled workers must ratify the
agreement before rt becomes effective.

New Albq Paper Aids Jobless
The Hard Times, a new
Albuquerque newspaper i~;
offpring free help wanted and job
wanted adv('rtis('ments in an
effort to reduce Unl'mployment.
Unemployed persons who wish
to place ads .should include

···,·-··--·-·-··
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New Meds, the Modess Tampon,
absorbs over 40% more than the tampon you're
probably wearmg. Regular or super.

What makes it so absorbent?
Examine the fiber designs closely. Ours
is a series of tiny
traps. It's revolutionarythe most absorbent fiber
ever made for
a tampon. And we're the
only ones who
have it. In fact, we've
i
even patented it~
f
/
Compact when dry,
it expands when wet to
Others
hold an extraordinary amount
of moisture. And absorbs much faster
th_an other tampons can.
With the Modess Tampon, you
feel secure. Even on your worst
days and nights, when you may have
worn a napkin, too, you're apt to
find this tampon does the job ./
all by itself.
.
(
We wanted this
tampon to be more com"
fortable than any other.
Because Modess Tampons L...
*Patent Number 3,241,553
Page 4

are more compact than the ones
you're used to, they're
easier to insert and more
comfortable to wear.
And the soft,
,;;
flexible polyethylene
applicator can't
stick or pinch or scratch the
way cardboard can.
Which is nice.
Because, once a month,
every little bit of comfort
counts.
Make this test. It's taken us
9 years, testing thousands of women,
to develop this tampon.
· But "the test that really counts
is for you to wear them the next
time you have your period.
Just think. More
comfort. More
protection. Fewer times
to change with new
Meds, the
Modess Tampon.

Mcds and Modcss arc trademarks of Personal Products Company,

WASHINGTON (CPS)- J.
Edgar Hoover gave testimony
recently before the Senate
Appropriations Committee
concerning an alleged kidnap and
bombing plot by the Berrigan
brothers and other "Catholic
priests, nun~, teachers, students
and former students," To our
knowledge the plot is a
fabrication by Hoover designed to
use fear in order to obtain his
necessary financial appropriations
said Neil McLaughlin, a Berriga~
co-worker,
Hoover describes the plot as
emanating from the "East Coast
Conspiracy to Save Lives (ECC)"
who are led, he says, "by Daniel
and Philip Berrigan," currently in
jail at Danbury, Conn.
The ECC mentioned by Hoover
as a "group of anarchists," was a
community of 11 people who
nonviolently disrupted
Philadelphia draft boards and
General Electric offices in
Washington last February, After
the disruption they then returned
horne to "continue developing
ways of resistance." They were
never arrested, which was a "hard
blow for Philadelphia police
commissioner Frank Bizzo and his
"team." These eleven people have
not met as a group since then and
neither Berrigan brother is one of
the 11 people," said McLaughlin.
The Philadelphia action is only
one of the more than 26 similar

WASHINGTON-The House voted 213 to 174 Tuesday to continue
providing federal money for development of a Supersonic Transport
(SST) but the fate of the controversial plane still is uncertain.
A House-Senate Conference Committee must now reconcile the
House's action with the Senate vote last Thursday to deny any more
federal funds for the proposed 1800 ·mile ·an ·hour plane.
Observers saw it as a compromise that would be extremely difficult to
strike. The $290 million third federal installment for the plane is no
longer the key issue-it is whether to continue work on the plane or kill
it.
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FBI Director Accuses Priests of Conspiracy

SST Booms Again

Suggestion Box

FROST TOO THICK,
WONIT COME OFF?

Berrigan Bros. Deny Hoover's Charges

News

By United Pres• International

-------

The Lobo suggestion box is
located inside the east door of the
Union. Please send in your
suggestions and comments on The
Lobo, or use the box to turn in
information on your
's activities.

World

R(•Jmir ,{· \laintl•nanrt•

on all foreign cars

9oreign

Car Specia/isls

333 Wyoming Blvd. ~ r:
2fl5·5901
l'rcc Estimates

information on typt> of work
desired, qualifications and
experic•nct• for tht• job, otlwr iob
expt'ril'nct', full or parttime wc>rk
desir£>d, namP and how vou can bt•
reached, and oUwr· pl'rt.irwnt
information. 'I'Jw ad should ht• no
Jonlll'r than :w words.
'l'hl• Hard 'I'imt>s said all
p o t t• n l i a I e m p I o y I' r s i n
Albuqm•rque will rt•ceiw copit•.s of
tht> ads, :.mel tht• papt•r will he
distribuil•cl fn•t• to job ~t·Plwrs if
neces:;arv.
Help ·wanted and job wantNI
ads should bt• sent to:
UnPmployed, Hard 'l'imes, Box
•12·17, Albuquerqut•, H7 I 06.

actions against the selective
service system and related
corporations, such as Dow
Chemical, General Electric:,
Standard of New Jersey, etc.
Hundreds of people have
"acknowledged responsibility for
these actions," again without
arrests.
Of communities involved in the
26 actions, eight have never had
its members arrested, indicted or
prosecuted, The ECC is one of
these. "There are 29 of uu in jail,
18 are out on appeal, eight are
underground and 26 more are
currently on trial or awaiting trial.
The FBI has apparently lumped
all of these people into a
movement that they choose to
call the East Coast Conspiracy to
Save Lives," said McLaughlin.
"This is a militant group
self-described as being a group of
Catholic priests, nuns, teachers,

students and former students who
have manifested opposition to the
war in ViPtnam, through acts of
violence against governmt>nt
agencies and private
corporations," said Hoovet·.
McLaughlin charged Hoover's
" con f uswn
.
" comes from his
accusation that these "Catholics"
have performed acts of violence.
From the time of the Baltimore
four, until the latest group in
Rochester "The Flower City
Conspiracy," he said there has
always been an attempt to·
~evelop non-violent means of
protest that are "at once effective
and political."
None of these draft board raids
have physically injured anyone or
violated rights. All of the peo'p!e
involved have said who they are
and why they performed this act
of conscience, he said.
"It is curious that Hoover has

chosc•n to point a finger at two
priests in jail. It would seem tight
secu;iLy at Danbury hardly
permits them to lead a plot as
ambitious as the one described by
Hoover. It is also curious that this
matter has come up only at a time
when Hoover is asking for $14
million additional funds for the
FBI budget."
"The FBI has raised the spectre
of conspiracy in order to terrorize
the nation into believing that the
Bureau and Hoover are
in~ispensible for the security of
this country. It is becoming
increasingly clear tha~ the
Bu~eau's tactics are irresponsible.
This constitutes threat to the
s:~urit~, a~d freed9m of every
citizen, said McLaughlin.
McLaughlin's remarks were first
published in a Baltimore
Underground paper, "Harry."

Intrepid Climber
0 ne child visiting the
Albuquerque Zoo starts at the
top, clambering on to the fence of
the giraffe's cage. Presumably the
next height to be scaled is the
giraffe.

Museum Use
A record number of visitors240•1- participated in 72 guided
tours during Novt'mbc>I' at the
Maxwc>ll Museum of
Anthropology.
Jerry Brody, museum curator,
said 1 '!2,1 persons werp in<'ludl'd
in guidPd tours in Nowmbt•r
1969.
'
Groups touring thl' nmsPum
last month varit•d from
kindergartt•n chi!dn•n to Job
Corps studt•nts and two rl'farded
adult classl's.
Tours can be m·ranged by
calling the museum office at
277·4·10·!.
--~-----------
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lOVE
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YOUR

PERSONAl
SERVICE JEWElER

btlttllrfaq·~~~
jtJeu·rJ.,-if!!NrtJ
2312 Centrbl SE ~ Opposite Popejoy Hall

~ne cu~ of enriched spaghetti
boiled until tender contains 155
calorit>s and has five grams of
protein, says the~ U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture.
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B.C.ISORBR
•WINROCK

,..
• oNOB HILL
eDOWNTOWN

· . New Mexico .Book Compan'y

89 Wiorock Center

c298-1828
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Wresflff1tr:£ far~ W ~~~in ArizofiJ©J I flJwitational
BY ANDY GARMEZY
Arizona Invitational
Wrestling Tournament is an
indication of what's in store for
UNM wrestling this year the
outlook is good,

higher than ASU and the
University of Wyoming.
In the double elimination
tournament the Lobos placed
only two wrestlers into the final
round of competition. Marvin
The Lobos came away from the Jones in the 158-pound -class and
10-team tournament with a fifth Butch Peterson in the
place finish behind highly rated heavy weight bracket both
Cal Poly, Oregon State, Mankato advanced through the
State and Arizona. Nationally, Cal quarterfinals and semifinals only
Poly and Mankato State are rated to lose in the championship
one, three respectively in the matches by close scores.
college division while Oregon
Jones finished in second place
State is rated no, 3 in the after losing 4-2 to his opponent
university division.
from Cal Poly. Peterson lost 3-1
to the heavyweight from Mankato
UNM was one of four WAC State.
schools participating in the
Captain Dave Van Meveren in
tournament. The Lobos finished
the
170-pound class finished in
10 points behind the fourth place
third
place for the Lobos. In the
University of Arizona and finished
semi-finals Van Meveren lost in an
overtime match to Cal Poly on a
If the

~~~

-~'b

$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood P!nsmn Donors Needed I

Try Our GRINDERS • Fine
ltui!UR BoAdwiches
IIID HeNard S.E.
266-3232

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Central N. F.,
Tues.-Sat. R-6

referee's decision.
Coach Ron Jacobsen was
pleased with the outcome of the
match considering the
competition the Lobos were
facing. Last year the Lobos scored
a total of 18 points in the
tournament compared to this
year's 38. "We did well
considering the field we were
facing," said Jacobsen. "We got
out-finessed some and need to
work on moves, but this will come
when some of the players get
.more varsity experience."
The tournament was the first
collegiate match for the team this
year. Over Thanksgiving the team
hosted Athletes in Action and
came out on the short end of a
27-13 score. Athletes in Action is
composed of 11 former collegiate
wrestling stars. The only Lobo to

I

•
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

win in th~ contest by wrl'stling Lobos host their second home
was Roy DeVore at 126 pounds. wrestling match as they take on
Carlos Garcia at 118 won by a Southem Utah University. 'l'he
forfeit and Dave Van Meveren at Lobos open their WAC season
190 won by default.
Dec. 19 against the University of
This Saturday afternoon the Wyoming at Laramie.

Governance Meet
Undergraduate students
interested in attending a UNM
governance conference of
students, faculty, administrators
and alumni must tum in their
names to the ASUNM office on
thE: second floor of the Union by
5 p.m. today.
The conference, sponsored by
the A 11- University Governance
Committee, will hold roundtable
discussions centered around the
theme, "How to Build a
University." The conference will
be held at the Holiday Inn East
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday,
Dec. 17.
20 undergraduate students will
be chosen to attend the
conference by undergraduates on
the governance committee from
the names submitted. Besides
these 20, 14 ASUNM executive
officers or senators and eight
administrators, 42 faculty
members, eight graduate students
and eight alumni will also attend
the conference.

·.

J's BARBER
SHOP

compliment your features
with the Roffler style cut
102 Richmond NE 255-5784

Governance Special

Loan Deadline

KUNM will air a special open
line program with the chairman of
the all-University Governance
Committee, and others working
with governance reform
Wednesday night at 8 p.m.
Listeners are asked to call in
questions. On the panel are Edwin
Hoyt, chairman of the
all-University Governance
Committee; Judith Carey, faculty
member of the Student Standards
Committee; Bill Pickens, GSA
president; and Marion Cottrell,
former Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC} chairman.
The four panelists will be
interviewed by KUNM and The
Lobo as well as fielding listener
questions. Questions may be
called in to the show at 277-4806
or 4807.

The deadline for the New
Mexico student loan program has
been extended to Monday, Dec.
14. Applications can be picked up
in the Student Aids Office, and
must be turned in by 5 p.m. on
the 14.

Schizophrenia
The Free University and the
Albuquerque War Resisters
League are sponsoring a film "The
Schizophrenia of Working With
War". The film will be shown
Wednesday, Dec. 9 at 7:30p.m. at
the Honors Center. A discussion
will follow the film.
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For reservaHons or information
call 243~861 !
or your Campus Representative,
Dan Armijo at 242-290 I
··Somehow ycu feel more important on TWA"·

Stars Face ~Pups

Law School

ii

K<~rfar

.Santa Clara

Alpha Tau Omega
Hip-Offs
Phi Dl'lt.1 Th~t.1
S•t:ma Cht
HUIH*r-honpel's
CJtneHa l'~,i I,hi

HllR'a IPr,.'e famooo
Gr!gNe Boot - the
authentrc boot worn by
hard-riding officers of
Civil War days. Designed·
when boots were meant
to take years of wear,
these are still made of
natural cowhide by the
very same company
that made them 100
years ago. Waterrepellent with reinforced kid seams.
Brass and leather
spur-bridle, calfskin
lining and hidden pullon tabs. Cavalry Brown.

l'i I(appa Alpha
Phi Gamma Delta

Rip·Offs

Ht.

6'3"
6'3"
5•tt,
W4"
f)'3,
6.2.,.'

~

kopy korner

~

UA TES; 7e 1J£'r word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40 J P<r time run. If ad h to
run five or more conaecuf..ivc dnyrt with
no chnm<e• tho rate b reduced to or

Phone 266-1 goo

301

Cornell SE at Lead

... and lay a
little fun on
.. yourself!

A meeting will be held for all graduating
seniors interested in becoming a candidate for
a Masters of Business Administration.

At The School Of Business and
Administration Sciences (Room 124)
Topics
• MBA Employment Opportunities
• New Internship Program

Albu~uerque, N.M. S7106

TERMS: Pnymcnt mu.1t be rnnde in full prior to in.crtion of ndvcrtioi'IJient.
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each. llrnnd New Arrlvnh !rom England.
Also, I~~nht:lot:is Gi£W From l1~tlr Awny
Plnl'~-1. I•'rccd Comt1any. 107-lat North ..
_ wmt. _Ajbuqucr~.•:..Y!~-~-~~-~
l•'OR SALE Olt TRADF.-105R JnJtUnr 3,4.
Needs some t'l!Jlnfr. 265·39G5, 12/14
PI•;ACE SYl\lllOT.,, l 'rnnt Lieence Plate.
Surend the rrood \\"ord. $1.70 (tn~h. tor;:
clls<'ount on GO or more. G('orge C. Kim ..
bnll nt Nnsh l\IIlJlnetio Sign Co. 311 A
W'nshinnhm SI~. 12/lR
YAS-H-ICA.:;MA-T twin--ole-n~s~.;n=-.~x~.-::K:-od.,-n7k
S-!0. l!ndla·phono console. 268-0524.
12/10
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IrAHIUS 'fWE~m SPORT COA'l'S-$30.00
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L0$1' N11AR ASH & GOI.D SN.. Itl•h
H~::ttl.'r pup. I•,Jcn i.<Ollnr~·~Inrm~ r('\Vnrd.
~42- 0417. 12/10

TYPING SN!tVICE !DM ],)frrtric, l!enHonnhlr• Untea. 0800 Snlem NE. 206-8349,
12/17
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worlds finest boots
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ADULT THEATRE
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Napoleon's military signal corp
used block letters on huge posters
to send messages from hilltop to
hilltop.
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200 institutions thai comprise the
membership of the consortium.
The results of the earlier survey
will appear in the 1wxt issue of the
"Latin American Research
Review" and will bl' I'eproduced
as a pamphlet for distribution to
consortium members. Thomas W.
Walker, a candidate for the
doctorate in political scil'nce from
UNM who is currently doing
dissertation research in Brazil,
co-authored the study with
Needler .
Needler, who is currently
serving as chairman of the steering
committee of the consortium, said
that the objectives of CLASP are
to provide services and policy
guidance for member institutions.

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
616 CENTRAL S.E.
255.0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Ag& Requir&d

1

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit

~
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Memorial Fund
Friends and colleagues of Clara
L. Grotta, who died Nov. 19 after
a long illness, have established a
memorial fund to purchase
equipment and enhance the slide
collection of the fine arts library.
Persons wishing to contribute
to the Clara L. Grotta Memorial
Fund may make checks payable
to the "Greater UNM Fund-Clara
Grotta Memorial," addressed in
care of the UNM Development
Office. Further information may
be obtained from the office at
277-4503.

A listing of sources of
employment for graduates with
degrees in Latin American Studies
is currently being compill'd for
publication by the UNM Division
of Inter-American Affairs.
The listings are being compiled
at the request of the Consortium
of Latin American Studies
Programs (CLASP), which is the
national organization of area
studies programs, Martin Needlel·,
director of the division, says.
Information for the pamphlet is
being compiled by a 1970 UNM
graduate in Latin Amedcan
Studies, Luana Duggan, under
Needler's direction, The pamphlet
will be ready for publication in
approximately three months.
Professor Needler said this is
the second project undertaken by
the division for CLASP. The
previous project was a survey and
analysis of course offerings in
Latin Arnerican Studies at over

150

December 10 (Thursday) 4:30P.M.
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Constitution

(both gas and diesel), auto Ol'
industrial electricians, machinists
and heavy equipment repairmen, .
among other skills.
A half-hour Peace Corps film,
"Not Enough," made in India and
Thailand will be shown Thursday,
Dec. 10, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Union, room 253.
Interested applicants may
contact Peace Corps
representatives at 247-0451 in
Albuquerque.

Campus groups wishing to talk
about the upcoming revision of
the ASUNM Constitution are
asked to contact the ASUNM
Peace CO!'ps
offices at 277-5528, and leave
Peace
Corps
representatives will
their name, when and where they
be
on
campus
this week
hold regular meetings, and a
phone number where they can be distributing information and
reached to set up at time when an application forms. They will be
ASUNM senator may speak to the available between Dec. 7-11
seeking applicants with experience
group.
in farming, also auto mechanics
~VTYYY.TT~YYTYYTYY·T·~V • • TYY·~Y~YTT~4
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180
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(No undergraduate degree in business
is necessary)
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Repn•rwntnfiws from a numbpr of int•·amural biwl.t-tball f' l
4
squads will team to1~eth1•r Thursday night to face the New t J,
MPxico freshman basketball team.
!.
1'1w inlt".:mural eoun,•il ehosp tlw all·sl;m; from play;•rs of , :
upwardn of 50 teamr; that compl'ted on an intramural h!vel this ! 1
s;•awn. :\1il;~! Danoff of lhe I.aw School, the player ·coach for ;_i
the All-Stars, said that th!' t!'am "has h!'en working hard for 10
days and we're ready to malw a much b!'tter showing than last
j
yl'ar's d<•f(•at at the hands of the freshmPn."
.,
'l'lw Lobo freshmen have been havin!( som(' trouble getting f l
on tlw optimistic side of the score this ~l'ason. They dropped
theh· first tilt to the fl·eshmen of New Mexico State, 77-75,
and their second to the House of Carpets, 93-86. Among the
starters for the frosh are 7·3 Paul Kruse of Lusk, Wyo., and 6-2
scoring act' Gabriel Nava, an El Paso product. Two Duke City
competitms, 6-1 John Fifield from Highland High and 6-5
Mark Saiers from Manzano will also S('e action.
The intramural all star lineup follow:

®m urr~Df6J&j W ®ren® ~flreTinm~~

-

1
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Fine Arts
The College of Fine Arts has
several activities scheduled for
December. Wednesday, Dec, 9 at
8:15 p.m. the Albuquerque
Foundation of Classical Guitar
and Vihuela, Inc. presents Jack
Douthett, classical guitarist, in
concert.
This is a music scholarship
benefit, general admission is
$1.50, $1 for students.
The Heights Junior String
Orchestra will appear in the Fine
Arts Center Recital Hall on
Sunday, Dec. 13 at 4 p.m.
"The Price" by Arthur Miller is
running from Dec. 9-13 at Rodey
Theatre. Curtain time is 8:15 p.m.
The A Cappella Choir, UNM
Chorus, and UNM Brass Ensemble
will perform at Popejoy Hall
Tuesday, Dec. 15 at 8:15 p.m. A
concert entitled "Beethoven
Birthday Party" will be performed
in the Fine Art Recital Hall on
Wednesday, Dec. 16 at 8:15 p.m.

LAS Grad Employment
Listings Compile()l by U

G)
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news opinion

outnumbering the Indians and
flooding the pueblo. Some dressed in
ski outfits ("high altitudes assure
cool nights") and some came
equipped with thermos bottles of
warm liquids or with necessary
supplies of stupor-rending dope.
Beginning at midnight, ceremonial
dancing was to take place inside
various homes. Throughout the
evening, the public had filtered in
and out of the houses, most of them
securing a good vantage point for the
dancing. While the spectators were
anxiously awaiting midnight the
Indians were eating. Not wanting to
lose their vantage points, most of the
crowd remained in their spots and
watched the Indians eat. "The show
·hasn't started yet," one very old
Indian said to the crowd.
But it seemed naieve for the old
man to say that.

As midnight approached people
Inside most of the spectators
·pressed for the best seats in the stood in the same spot for several
house. While the pushing and shoving hours. Several times they encroached
was underway, many Indians were on the very small dancing area and
crowded into the back of the room were asked to move back. They
which was so backed there was no didn't.
room for the dancers to enter - a
Many whites seemed oblivious to
Zuni official repeatedly asked the their behavior. When a very old and
crowd to create a passageway: very short Indian woman tried to
"Please, please, or however you say weave her way through the crowd,
it." Trailed by a caravan of curious no one moved. One very hip looking
spectators, the dancers eventually girl who was in front of the woman
made their way to a hollowed out turned around, looked at the Indian,
section of the floor, which was the then looked away.
dancing area.
Tasteless comments like, "What
Outside the same thing was going are they doing now," or "They don't
on. Many Indians made no attempt look so poor to me" weren't even
to enter the house and clustered whispered.
around the windows to watch the
The Zuni trading post was open
dancing. Some had parked their the night of the Shalako. T.he money
pick-up trucks near the windows and made probably didn't compensate
perched themselves in the back of for the disrespect exhibited by, the
the trucks to watch.
public.

' ... After All, What's A Lithuanian Defector Between Friends?'

Public
Disrespect

Railroad Union Strikes While Congress Fumes

By DONALD FIN'LEY
WASHINGTON (UP!)- The immediately clear whether they
nation's largest railroad union too would strike. Their leaders
struck the country's railroads at said Tuesday they would honor
any congressional moratorium,
midnight Wednesday, as Congress
The walkout began as Congress
fussed and fumed over the final
labored
to pass a bill to delay the
version of legislation designed to
strike until March 1 and provide
delay it until March 1,
The strike, which started the unions a 13.5 percent interim
prematurely in many terminals, pay increase. A conference
began shortly after President C.L. committee agreed on a final
Denis of the Brotherhood of version of the bill at 11:35 p.m.
Railway and Airline Clerks issued EST, and a White House limousine
a statement one hour before the stood by to speed the final bill to
deadline saying: "There will be a President Nixon after it was
approved by both houses.
strike by BRAC."
However, final House action on
Denis' statement reversed an
the
conference bill was delayed as
earlier pledge to call off the strike
Rep.
Larry Hogan, R·Md., began a
if the delaying legislation also
speech
on the House floor in
included a 13.5 percent
defense
of
FBI Director J. Edgar
retroactive pay increase. He said
Hoover,
who
has been attacked
that was not enough, and it was
recently
by
other
congressmen.
the will of his members to go out
Hogan refused to yield the floor,
on strike.
and under House rules he could
Trains ground to a halt around keep
it an hour.
the country as they l'eachP.d their
Denis
said a 13.5 percent
final terminals. Many trains were
retroactive
pay raise proposed for
cancelled early, including some
inclusion
in
the delay legislation
passenger trains that could not was not enough.
have reached their final
"Perhaps it might sound big to
destination before midnight.
a
man
from Mars, but the men
The BRAC has 300,000
and
women
who work on the
members. The three other unions
railroads
know
that such an
involved have a total of 200,000
increase
is
not
enough
to give
members, but it was not
them wage parity with other

At Shalako

The following is testimony given
at the Aldo Leopold Wilderness
hearings Dec. 5 in Truth or
Consequences, N.M. I asked that it
be reprinted in The Lobo so that
others may understand her
arguments for not exploiting and
destroying all of our remaining
wilderness - Stephen Merrill, UNM
Mountaineering Club
By MARY LOUISE BOLSTERLI
When Aldo Leopold made his now
famous statement, "I am glad I shall
never be young without wild country
to be young in," little did he know
that the day would come when most
of this country's youth would never
have a chance to be young in wild
country. Wilderness is rapidly being
destroyed even in the New Mexico
that Leopold loved.
I am a native New Mexican. My
grandparents homesteaded in this
state before it was a state. My
childhood was spent on horseback in
remote areas of central New Mexico
exploring where few had explored
and where Indian ruins were left
untouched. The wilderness was
everywhere, and the feeling of being
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-Tlte
nation's railroads were shut down
by a strike today as President
Nixon pleaded with workers to
return to the job and a U.S.
District Judge issued a temporary
restraining order against the
strike.
U.S. District Judge John H.
Pratt of Chevy Chase, Md.,
dressed in pajamas and robe as he
held a hearing in his home, issued
a 10·day temporary restraining
order at 3:17a.m. (EST.}
.
A hearing on the order was set
for 9:30a.m. Dee. 18.
The new legislation, completed
by Congress early Thursday after
the strike had begun. Nixon
signed the bill at 2:10a.m. (EST.}
By then all four major unions had
struck.

Senate conferees then went to
work with House counterparts· to
work out minor differences with a
version passed earlier by the
House.
The Senate ordered a strike
delay until Feb, 6, while the
House set a March 1 deadline.
This difference will have' to be
resolved before a no-strike
resolution is sent to the White
House for President Nixon's
signature.
Both measures ordered rail
management to give employes
immediate, retroactive pay raises
totaling 13.5 percent-the same
initial wage boost recommended
by a presidential emergency board
that proposed a three-year
contract providing a total pay
raise of 37 percent.
The pay raise feature of the
partially imposed settlement on a
temporary basis, advanced as an
incentive for the unions to call off
their threatened strike, was
opposed in the Senate by
Republican supporters of the
administration, which favored a
simple strike moratorium.
Before the 54 to 31 vote,
Senators beat back two GOP
attempts to scrap or at least
reduce the pay increases. At the

.

same Lime, unlike the House, they
ordered Nixon to report lo
Congress 15 days before the
no-strike pe1·iod ends on progn!SS
in negotiations, proposals for
settling the dispute and a plan for
partial operation of the milmads
in the event a strike occurs after
Feb. 6.
Shortly before the midnight
strike deadline, union leaders gave
no hint whether they would
honor the congressional directive.
The U.S. Postal Service already
had ordered an embargo on
movement of all long distance
mail except first class and air mail,
and the Interstate commerce
Commission took steps to divert
passenger and freight traffic to
other carriers.
The White House stayed out of
the dispute, leaving it up to
Congress to propose a solution.
Nixon, powerless to take further
action under law, had asked for a
45-day delay in the strike deadline
to provide more time.
But the administration favored
a simple postponement of the
walkout that Labor Secretary
James D. Hodgson said was
"horrendous to consider," and
Senate debate grew increasingly
partisan as the night wore on.

NEW MEXICO

By DEANNE STILLMAN
"The public is invited to all
activities but no sketches or
photographs will be allowed," read
the leaflet distributed at the Shalako,
a Zuni festival which climaxes a
45-day ceremonial.
In true manifest destiny tradition,
the public attended, well

Bema

branches of transportation,"
Denis said.
Denis' statement came one
hour before the strike deadline
and only a short time after the
Senate approved a
moratorium·pay raise proposal.

Senate Suspends

NSA

Director

Hearing on Charges Scheduled Next Week

alone, absolutely alone in the from the power plants at the Four
wildness is a thrill I have never Corners. Tipton stated that "mines
gotten over.
add to the scene." Strip mining in
But I, like so many people in New Questa, just a few miles away, has
Mexico, took wildness and the taken off a mountain and has left it
wilderness for granted because it was raw. And everywhere in this state,
all around me. I, like so many people there are beer cans, the carelessly
in rural areas, thought progress thrown tissue and camera film paper.
meant mining, lumbering, building,
I am here today because I am
never realizing that the cost was concerned and because I care very
gouging, cutting, destroying. I had to much about what is to be left for the
live in Europe and in the Northeast tomorrows. I am a high school
to feel the overcrowding, the history teacher in Los Alamos and I
tenseness, the stark loneliness of city sponsor Students to Save Our
dwelling. I can't tell you how many Environment, an organization formed
times I longed to get away from to do just that. Some of my students
people. But I couldn't. No matter and I are making this round trip of
how far I drove from the city, there 500 miles to tell you that we very
were always signs of many- much want this Aldo Leopold
abandoned cars, plowed fields, Wilderness area, and we want it to
ripped out trees, a new subdivision include the total acreage of 231,737
going up ..
as proposed by the Wilderness
I came back to New Mexico - Los Society and other conservation
Alamos where I had previously been organizations.
living. It has been so wonderful to be
Too much of this wilderness and
back in this state. But even in the beauty of New Mexico has already
three years since I have been back, been lost to various economic
the following changes just in my area interests. Economic interests of the
of the state have begun to destroy few seem to come before the asthetic
our wildness.
and spiritual needs of the many.
Canoeing down the Rio Grande Wilderness seems to be what is left
river with challenging rapids will over after everybody takes what he
soon be only a memory as wants. I sincerely hope that this
the Cochiti dam tames a once wild doesn't happen with this proposed opportunity and to secure for them
river into an expanse of water for wilderness area. Even though I am the right - to be young in a wild
powered boats. The gentleman from delighted and grateful to the Forest country. As Wallace Stegner said, "It
a lumber company talked about Service for their proposal of 181,967 is a better world with some buffalo
multiple use being good timbering acres for the Aldo Leopold left in it, a richer world with some
practice which preserves our Wilderness area, I am at a loss to gorgeous canyons unmarred by
wilderness. And right now the Valle understand why some of the sign-boards, hot·dog stands, super
Grande in the Jemez Mountains is adjoining areas have not been highways, or high tension lines,
being logged into ugliness - that included.
undrowned by power or irrigation
once beautiful area which was so
It is my request that the Black reservoirs. If we preserved as parks
beautiful it was even being Range primitive area be preserved only those plaees that have no
considered for a national park. And along with the accompanying areas economic possibilities, we would
now, the view from Los Alamos suggested by the conservationists as have no parks. And in the decades to
across the Rio Grande valley to the the Aldo Leopold Wilderness. We come, it will not be only the buffalo
Sangre de Cristo mountains beyond citizens of New Mexico have a and the trumpeLer swan who need
is many times totally obscured from responsibility to those who come sanctuarios. Our own species is going
view by the particular matter coming after us - to provide them with the to need them too. It needs them
now."

l.obo Jtlmto hy Chut•l, F~il

Coordinator Will

Fred Will, NSA Coordinator,
was suspended last night by
Senate pending a hearing on
charges of misuse of office filed
against him by Sen. Jeff Taylor.
The ht>aring will be held
Wt>dnesday e\'ening oefore Senate.

A&S Students to Vote
On Requirement Changes
About 2000 Universitv
College and Collt•ge of Arts & years of a language were taken by
the student in high school. The
Sciences (A&S} students will be
foreign language then would be
askt•d to vote on one 0f four
proposals concerning the A & S optional rather than requiring
four semesters as it is now.
group requirement;s nPxt WN•k.
15 hoUl's in the social sciences
One proposal suggPsts the total
is
also suggest!'d in Proposal 2
abolition of present n•quirPm(•nt.s,
with lhe transfer of history frorn
I e tLing mch major depar!.Jnent
thl' humanities group. Black,
decide its students curriculum.
Chicano, and Native American
The proposab were dPvist•d by
are also proposed under
the A & S Student Advisorv studies
thl' social sciences.
Bom•d which has been considering
The mathematics and natural
group requit·ement revisions since sciences would l'l?main basically
the beginning of October. The the same in this proposal requiring
four pmposals will appear on a a minimum of 14 credit hom·s,
questionnaire which will be The philosophy department
distributl'd by t>ach advisol'y
would add a course in logic in this
board memb<•r in his major proposal however.
depm·Lml'nt. The board decided
Proposal 3 contains the same
Tuesday that not all A & S
comse groupings as in Proposal 2
emollees will bt> sampled bu~ a
but reduces the minimum number
smaller sampling of upper and
of hours from 50 to 39.
lowN· division course students
last proposal suggests that
(abov(' nnd below numbered 299) theThe
prest'I1t A & S requit·ements be
will vote.
abolished, leaving each major
The first proposal on the
department to decide the required
questionnaire asks if the A & S
cou1·ses for its students.
requirements should l'elllain as
The questionnaire also makes
they appe!1!' in the 1970·71 UNM
catalog. This includes nine hours room fot· any additional proposals
of English, three to twelv<> hours and comes from the students
of a languag<>, nine hours of being sampled.
huma11ities courses, niJw in the
Results should Ill' tabulated by
social scienc<'s, and fourtt•en in the end of next W<'Pk, said studcnt
mathemaf;ics and natm·al scit•nct•s.
board chainuan Phil Crump. The
Proposal 2 l'equil'<'S about Llw tnbulations and p!'oposals will be
same number of hours as at pt·es<mlt•d to A & S Faculty
presently but with n ft•w minor
Committee II he said and later to
changes in each group. 21 hours the t•nLire A & S faculty for
would be requil·ed in humanities further consideration after the
with six how·s dl'ferred if th1·ee new yt•ar.
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Senate last night voted to
suspend the powers of NSA
Coordinator Fred Will pending a
hearing at next Wednesday's
Senate mPeting.
Sen. Jeff Taylor called for
Will's suspension pending the
hearing on the grounds that Will
misused his position as NSA
coordinator. Taylor cited Will's
allegt'd refusal to fil office
expenses and his endorsement of a
gubernatorial car•didate on behalf
of NSA.
The suspension is not a Senate
condemnation of Will but simply
a referral of his alleged activities
to a formal hearing, ASUNM Vice
President Frank Lihn pointed out
to the Senate.
Jon Facey, Student Court chief
justice, will preside over next
week's proceedings. Senate still
must decide who can conduct
business during Will's suspension.
In other business the Senate
unanimously passed a resolution
defending Municipal Judge Harold
Robbins. Sen. David Rigsby who
introduced the resolution called
for immediate student suppot·t of

Judge Robbins on the grounds
that he has defended students on
such matters as "police
harassment of hitchhikers." The
resolution stated, "We endorse the
measures being taken by Judge
Robbins to bring about a more
equitable police force."
In other business Senate
approved the appointments of 10
students to Yarious student and
student · faculty committees. The
following people were approved;
Donna Hammonds and John
Heide to Student Court, Robert
O'Leary to the Cultural
Committee, Tom Hogg to Campus
Planning, Bill Economou to
Popular Entertainment as
chairman, Guy Auld to the
Speakers Committee, and Eufelio
Vasquez to New Student
Orientation. Also approved were
Donna Fossum to the General
Honors Council, Lee Horner as
Attorney General and Bill
Bridgers to the Union Board.
A motion to immediately
establish a committee of three
Senators to investigate
discrepancies in the judicial

system in the women's dorms
failed and the bill was referred to
steering committee. David Rigsby
alleged that the judicial system in
the women's dorms was
"discriminatory."
Another bill which would
establish a flea market was sent to
committee. If approved the Flea
Market would enable students to
sell personal goods at a yet
unspecified location.
A resolution calling for the
establishment of a governing
council over the Child Care Center
was also sent to committee. If
approved the committe would
help govern Child Care Center
policies and would be composed
of members of ASUNM and GSA
and two Senators.
Senate also heard Pakistani
student Basharat Ali who
complained foreign students were
not given consideration as
residents for tuition purposes. Ali
urged Senate to support a
resolution introduced last night,
calling for residency to be
extended for tuition purposes of
foreign students.
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Backstage

Bob Walker,
applies make·up
judge in "The
opening tonight

UNM professor,
for his role as the
Deadly Game,"
at the Old Town

Lobo Jlhotu by Chu{'k Feil

Studio. The play, winner of
off-Broadway awards, will run this
weekend and next.

